Introduction to the Collection Comparison Tool for Serials and Journals

November 10, 2020
Housekeeping

All participants are muted upon entry.

Please use the chat to raise questions or comments throughout the webinar.

We will be pausing for questions and encouraging discussion later on in the webinar.

This webinar is being recorded and will be distributed via the PAN list.

If you have any technical issues or questions, please use the chat to report those.
| **What**      | • Web accessible tool.  
|              | • Comparison of library holdings to titles registered in PAPR.  
|              | • Overlap and uniqueness reports.  |
| **Why**      | • Support strategic decision-making.  
|              | • Eliminate barriers to collection analysis.  |
| **When & How** | • Building on tools, standards, and experience of the community.  
|              | • Collaboration partners combining their resources and expertise to develop the tool.  |
CDL, CRL & HT Collaboration for Shared Print Infrastructure

Vision

The future of print collections is shared. Embedding shared print within the lifecycle of library collections promotes equity of access, enriches the scholarly record and increases opportunities for research and teaching. A well-developed collaborative and interoperable infrastructure ensures we will realize the full potential of our networks and their collective collections.

Mission

The California Digital Library, the Center for Research Libraries, and HathiTrust are committed to shared print’s integration into the scholarly ecosystem by developing shared, interoperable infrastructure. We see this collaboration as an opportunity to shift the shared print paradigm so that the work is not tangential to the traditional collection, but fully integrated into the life-cycle of collections (from acquisitions to discovery and resource-sharing). The work we are facilitating will be guided by our principles and centered on our assumptions.
Drawing the threads together...
What is the Collection Comparison Tool?

- Print serial and journal holdings data
- Compared against shared print commitments and trusted digital archives
- To facilitate data-driven decision making in managing local print collections
What goes in: Serials data

Compared against: Shared print retentions and trusted digital archives registered in PAPR

What comes back out: Reports on retained and unretained titles
What goes in: your data

- a .csv file with OCLC number and/or ISSN + four columns of optional data fields
What comes back out:

- report returns submitted input data + bib & holdings data for all titles retained as shared print or digitally preserved
- a second report returning submitted data for any titles that did not match at all
Brief pause for questions
Some whys

- Identify titles that have not been preserved
- Gap-filling
- Withdrawal of duplicate copies
What’s your why?

★ What helps or hinders your library’s ability to make local decisions based on what’s been retained?

★ How does shared print fit into your overall strategy for local collection management?

★ What role do you envision for shared print in local collection management moving forward?

Please feel free to raise your hand, respond in chat, or add to our public document at https://bit.ly/3n9z2oO.
When & How?

Pre-development Planning
- Reviewed list of desired functionality
- Met with Rosemont Alliance & Partnership for Shared Book Collections

Development
- Interinstitutional teams created for technical development, metadata, & testing

Launch
- Target: PAN 2021

July-Sep 2020
Oct 2020-Jan 2021
Feb 2021
Please join us next month...

Connecting Print to Digital Using the Collection Comparison Tool for Serials and Journals

*December 10, 4 p.m. ET, 3 p.m. CT, 1 p.m. PT*

Register in advance for this meeting: [https://tinyurl.com/y45ecvca](https://tinyurl.com/y45ecvca)
Questions? Let us know!

Amy Wood, Center for Research Libraries - wood@crl.edu
Heather Weltin, HathiTrust - weltin@hathitrust.org
Alison Wohlers, California Digital Library - alison.wohlers@ucop.edu
Judy Dobry, California Digital Library - judy.dobry@ucop.edu